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> NAIDOC Beaudesert
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NAIDOC brings Beaudesert Hospital
community together
The Pulse is published weekly by the Media and
Communications Unit, Logan Bayside Health Network.
To submit an article or if you just want to share an idea, email the media team on
Heidi.Giddins@health.qld.gov.au or call 3299 8145.
Let us know if you are having an event so we can attend
and capture the moment or just sent through your
story.
We would love to hear from you...
Previous editions of The Pulse can be found here >>
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The Beaudesert
Hospital
community has
come together to
celebrate NAIDOC
Week and this
year’s theme
‘Because of Her,
We Can’.

Don’t miss the
inspirational video
Please like it to
celebrate our
MSH Aboriginal
and Torres Strait
Islander team

Ladies from the
traditional Mununjali
Elders joined with
staff, patients and
visitors to pay tribute
to the vital role
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander women
play in the local
community.
“I have come here
to Beaudesert
Hospital when I had
an infection. It was
wonderful; a great
service,” Geraldine
Page said.
Janis said she was
born at Beaudesert so
it was a special place
for her family.
Featured: Lorraine Iselin,
Geraldine Page and Janis Page.

Featured: Malachi Weigal with
nana Lorraine Iselin.
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partnership helping diversify skills

Logan
Hospital ENT
surgeon A/Prof Bernie
Whitfield has hosted Samoan observer
Dr Sione Pifeleti in Australia as part of an
ongoing partnership
through the Pacific Island Program.
Dr Pifeleti’s observership in Australia wrapped up in July after mentoring by
clinicians at Logan and Princess Alexandra Hospitals as well as the fourday cadaver course at University of Queensland which has been run by the
Metro South ENT team for many years.
Dr Pifeleti was able to diversity his knowledge with additional skills in
basic audiology which he can now put into practice in Samoa thanks to the
donation of an audiometer by Dr Whitfield.
This visit has followed Dr Whitfield’s June visit to Tupua TamaseseMeaole
hospital in Apia, Samoa to develop our mentoring activities across 11
Pacific Island Countries.
Featured: NUM Leanne Catalano, A/Prof Bernie Whitfield,
Dr Sione Pifeleti, Audiologist Katye Trafford, ENT registrar
Dr Nicholas Phillips.

Under Australia’s Royal Australian College of Surgeons Pacific Island
Program which is funded by DFAT, the ENT team comprised of Anaesthetist
Dr Kai Van and scrub nurse John van der Linde, will be joining Dr Whitfield
on another pacific island visit to Samoa this August.
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Staff working in the state’s
second busiest Emergency
Department might feel like they
have run a marathon some days, so
when Logan Hospital’s new Director
of Emergency Dr Yolande Weiner and
Registered Nurse Tim Brown decided to
run a real one they were well prepared.
Yolande and Tim said they had so much
fun at this year’s Gold Coast Marathon
they already have big plans for next
year’s event involving more of the ED
team and some special costumes!

See this story and
Show some love on
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Meet Dr Tegan Archibald

What were the highlights of the summit?

Being present for the interview with Dr Elizabeth Elliot and listening to her discuss her pioneering research
into fetal alcohol syndrome in remote Aboriginal communities in North Western Australia. Hearing how
she managed during her experience being part of the key personnel in assisting removing children from
detention on Christmas Island. Meeting colleagues in all areas of health care delivery from all parts of
Australia was also a great opportunity.

Did you learn any strategies that could be applied to your role at Metro South
Health? If so, how?

The Gallup strengths based assessment outcomes have allowed me to focus on the areas of my job which
I naturally enjoy. Two of these areas were empathy and strategy. Currently I am in orthopaedics and I have
put these strengths into practice by seeing patients in facture clinic and utilising the wound room to see
patients and reduce clinic wait times. I have also set up a group messaging account for our residents to use
so we can communicate with each other while between theatre, ward work and fracture clinic in order to use
staff time more effectively.

What are your career goals for the next five years?

After being selected for the summit, it gave me the confidence to approach a mentor to discuss future
career planning. At this stage I am interested in a career in surgery or anaesthetics. My goal for the next
year is to expand my experience as a junior doctor including rotations in orthopaedics and anaesthetics.
Hopefully over the coming year I will be able to gain experience in ICU, Obstetrics and Gynaecology as
well as Cardiology and Orthogeriatrics. These are all areas I would like to gain further experience prior to
settling on a particular specialty. I anticipate sitting for my surgical exams towards the end of next year.
Ideally in the future I would like to be working in a surgical capacity in a metropolitan area and doing regular
outreach services to rural and remote communities.

Is there anything else to say about the summit?

The most important message from the summit is that more women ought to be brave, to nominate
themselves and each other and to be involved in different areas, work or recreational, they may be
interested in - even if they feel they do not have enough experience. That is the only way to gain experience
and move forward with change.

What else should Metro South Health do to grow female representation within our
leadership?

Encouraging women to apply for roles that further their interests and careers is essential. During the
conference the primary defining factor between women and men in leadership roles was not the capability
of the applicants, it was the applicant’s own confidence in the their capability that allowed them to
succeed. While the issue is multifaceted, one thing women interested in leadership roles can do is be
brave and apply! Encourage those around you to do the same.
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New flu campaign
Watch the video
A new campaign encouraging
people in the Metro South
region to stop the spread of flu
has ‘taken off’.
Metro South Health, in partnership with
the Brisbane South PHN, has launched
Healthy Airways—a digital marketing
campaign focused on promoting
infection control during the peak flu
season.
The campaign uses a fun ‘airline safety
demonstration’ theme to reinforce
important messages about staying
home when you’re sick, practising
good hygiene, and seeing your GP if
you’re concerned.
Metro South Health Chief Executive,
Dr Stephen Ayre, said the campaign
follows one of the worst flu seasons on
record in 2017.
“Last September alone we saw double
the number of influenza related
presentations to our hospitals,
compared with the same month in the
previous year,” Dr Ayre said.
“Influenza is a highly contagious
disease and can be a very serious
illness.
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“For some people, such as the
elderly and those with underlying
medical conditions, the flu can cause
serious complications which require
hospitalisation.

“We want to keep people well and out
of hospital and the best way to do this
is through flu vaccination and stopping
the spread of the disease.”
Dr Ayre said the campaign had been
carefully timed to roll out during peak
flu season from late July to October.
“The campaign reminds people of easy
steps to take to prevent getting and
spreading the flu, such as coughing or
sneezing into your elbow and washing
your hands thoroughly,” he said.
“If you’re really sick, the key message
is to stay away from work and other
places where you’ll spread the flu.
“It also encourages people to seek
advice from their GP, a pharmacist or 13
HEALTH if they’re concerned about their
symptoms.”

For more information or
to download campaign
resources, visit
healthyairways.com.au

If you’re unwell, please follow these flu safety procedures.
For the safety of you and fellow travellers,
if you are unwell, consider whether you
really need to:
• stopover at the shops
• go to work
• use public transport
We recommend you:
• watch your in-house entertainment
• do your shopping online

In the event of worsening conditions call
13 43 25 84, or see your GP or pharmacist.
For more flu safety information visit
healthyairways.com.au

Have a safe flu season.
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The Logan and Beaudesert Physiotherapy
Service has over 58 full time physiotherapy
practitioners, 10 full time allied health therapy
assistants (shared with the other allied health professions)
and supports on average, 123 physiotherapy student placements each year.
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The new Interpreter Management System (IMS)
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The launch date of IMS is getting closer!
The new interpreter request and booking tool will replace the outdated
ISIS (Interpreter Services Information System).
Requesting an interpreter through IMS is easy; a Quick Reference
Guide will help staff to step through the process.
A new IMS desktop shortcut will replace the existing ISIS shortcut, for
easy access to the new system.
MSH Interpreter Services will be available to assist with any questions
and provide support.
Access to interpreters will not be affected by the change of system,
and processes outside of office hours will remain the same.
Please contact Manager Karen Payne on 3176 3048
(Mon-Fri, 7am-3pm) with any questions or concerns.
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Centres for Health Research

Metro South Health
Centres for Health Research presents :

Biostatistics Information Seminar for
Grant Applicants

Call for abstracts
Abstracts due by 4pm Monday 30 July 2018

Submission
deadline
extended!

No further extensions.

Clinicians, researchers, industry partners, people with disability and lived rehabilitation
experiences, are invited to submit an abstract to be considered for the inaugural
Hopkins Centre symposium, Bold ideas, better solutions 2018.
‘Enhancing the rehabilitation experience’ is the focus of the 2018 symposium to be held
on Thursday 15 November at the Translational Research Institution Australia, Princess
Alexandra Hospital. This is the opportunity to showcase, connect and share new ideas,
experiences and enable innovative solutions that enhance the health and wellbeing of
people with long-term and complex rehabilitation needs, and their support networks.
Bold ideas, better solutions 2018 will present an interdisciplinary program of oral and
poster presentations, highlighting the valuable contributions of collaborative research
towards enhancing the experience of rehabilitation through a number of subthemes:
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluating and translating therapeutic practices and interventions.
Developing and supporting front-line capacity.
Optimising service systems and transitions.
Enhancing service user experiences and engagement.
Promoting positive environment.

Submit your abstract by 4pm Monday 30 July
www.boldideasbettersolutions.com.au

E bibs.syposium@griffith.edu.au
T (07) 3382 1295
W www.boldideasbettersolutions.com.au
www.hopkinscentre.edu.au

Applying for a Grant this year?
Learn the importance of Statistics in grant writing
to improve your success rate
A FREE one-hour seminar, funded by Metro South Health
SERTA, will focus on Grant writing with discussions on the
following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

How to define your aims
Setting up an appropriate study design
Computing a sample size or power calculation
How to choose which statistical tests to perform
How to write and present the statistical component of
your grant

Don’t miss your chance! Learn from expert Biostatisticians
and established Researchers/Clinicians.

Where and When:
Translational Research Institute PAH Campus
Wednesday 25 July 9.30am - room 2003
Friday 27 July 1:00pm - room 2004

For more details contact
the QFAB team at
biostats@qfab.org
or the
Research Support Coordinator at
CHR-RSS@health.qld.gov.au

